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its proverbs, by reading these ones you can have an idea of Brazil.Portuguese sayings in
English. download (31) “Paciência excede sapiência” “An ounce of patience is worth a pound of
brains . Mar 10, 2015 . A Portuguese does not 'give up,' he 'takes his little horse away from the
rain.. . I' ve lived 12 years in Portugal and honestly never heard the 8th quote. invasion and
consequent escape of Portuguese Royal family to Brazil.Jun 11, 2014 . However, this one may

only resonate with Brazilian Portuguese. . Whenever I am in Spain, I am overtaken by the
beauty of several phrases.Jun 6, 2015 . Here's a selection of proverbs that are very typical of
Brazilian culture (they may be found somewhere too, but they keenly express our values .
Brazilian Portuguese Vocabulary Phrases and more information about the culture and
language in general. Visit Transparent Language and learn a language . May 22, 2015 . I was
recently tagged by Elen Fernandes of Experts School Online to make a video about 5 quotes in
Portuguese. Well it was supposed to be 5 . (Brazil and Portugal). English equivalent: It's better
to be alone than in bad company. Strauss, Emmanuel (1998). Dictionary of European Proverbs.
Routledge. p.Jun 1, 2015 . Mariana Crisóstomo illustrates a series of Portuguese phrases,
providing the literal translation and what the saying means conversationally.These are some
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